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Connecting

**Be as One**

_Adele Getty_

I am a circle and I am healing you
You are a circle and you are healing me
Unite us, be one unite us, be as one

**We Approach The Sacred Grove**

_Stone Creed Grove, ADF_

As we approach the Sacred Grove
With hearts and minds and flesh and bone.
Join us now in ways of old,
We have come home.

**Come and Be One**

_from Freedom & Tyo's larger works. Taught to us by Laughing Starheart._

Come and be one
Become one
Be one.
Be

**We Are A Circle Moving**

_Marae Price_

We are a circle moving
One with another, we are
Moving together, we are one.
(Repeat)
I am spirit and I flow in you.
You are spirit and you flow in me.
(Repeat)
Heart of the Earth

*Sophia*

May the heart of Earth and the heart of Heaven meet in my heart
Meet in my heart.
And my your heart and my heart be as one
Be as one.
Alleluiah, Rahamin, Shalom

Come Loved Ones Come

*Michelle Mays*

Come, Loved Ones Come.
Come To The Beat Of The Heartbeat Drum
Come, Loved Ones Come.
Come To The Beat Of The Heartbeat Drum

Circle Round for Freedom

*Public Domain*

Circle round for freedom
Circle round for peace
For those of us in prison
Circle for release

Circle round the planet
Circle for each soul
For our future generations
Keep the circle whole

Enter The Center

*Abigail Spinner*

Enter the center
Where all is One
All are welcome
All is One
We are the People of the Drum

Talia Firehawk

We are the people of the drum
We are a family of fire
We are the people of the drum
Spirits burning brightly, higher and higher

We are One with Our Mother

Anie Hearthsong

We are one with our Mother
We are one with the Earth
We are one with each other
By our lives, by our birth

Minstrals of Eternity

Abigail Spinner

Free souls are we
Minstrals of eternity
[Connected to] the land we love
Beyond the immortal sea

We Are an Old People

Morning Feather

We are an old people
We are a new people
We are a people [deeper] then before
[stronger, braver, richer]
We are Your People

We are your people, join us (X4)
We are the old ones, join us
We are the young ones, join us
We are the wild ones, join us
We are your people, join us

One Spirit

One spirit in the dark,
Like a candle waivers.
Many spirits joined as one,
Burn with the power of the blazing sun.
There is strength in community,
The circle empowers you and me.
The circle binds yet sets us free,
As we will, so mote it be.
A Circle Is Cast

Anna Dembska

The circle is cast again and again and again and again and.

Hand to Hand

BryteUnicorn (Lesley Peterson)

Hand to hand the circle is cast
Joining present, future, and past

Let The Way be Open

Abbi Spinner

(Sung separate, as parts, or as descants)
Sing through my voice
Play through my hands

Let the way be open.

Under the Full Moon

Karen Beth

Under the full moon light we dance,
Spirits dance we dance,
Joining. hands we dance,
Joining souls rejoice.
**We are a Circle**  
*Rich Hamouris*

We are a circle  
Within a circle  
With no beginning  
And never ending

**Singing in the Circle**  
*Abbi Spinner*

We are (singing) in the circle  
We are (singing) towards the center  
We are (singing) through the midnight and the moonlight.  
Hand to hand, heart to heart, arm in arm  
Hand to hand, heart to heart, arm in arm  
(dancing drumming, praying)

**Sacred Way**  
*Abbi Spinner*

(Sung separate, as parts, or as descants)  
We are going to a sacred place.  
We are now in sacred space.  
We are living in a state of grace.  
We are loving in a sacred way.

We love you, be-loved.  
We love you, be-loved.  
We love you, be-loved.  
We love you!
There is no End  

There is no end, to the circle, no end  
Together we have power to begin  
There is no end to the circle, no end  
There is no end to the fight, there is no end  
Reach out and take the hand of a friend  

*Starhawk*
Behold There Is Magic

(chorus:)
Behold there is magic all around you (us)
Behold there is magic all around you (us)
Behold there is magic all around you (us)
Awaken, rejoice and sing!

I am the Air around you
I am the breath of life within you
I am the wind blowing through you
I am all that I am
(chorus)
I am the Fire around you
I am the spark of life within you
I am the flame burning through you
I am all that I am
(chorus)
I am the Water around you
I am the pulse of life within you
I am the ocean flowing through you
I am all that I am
(chorus)
I am the Earth around you
I am the heartbeat within you
I am the ground below you
I am all that I am
(chorus)
I am the Spirit around you
I am divinity within you
I am the light shining through you
I am all that I am
(chorus)
Awaken, rejoice and sing!
The Circle is Cast

By the Earth
This is our body
By the Earth
Mother of us all
By the Earth,
Future and past
The circle is cast
The circle is cast.
By the Air
This is our breath
By the Air
Sweet wind of life
By the Air
From the first to the last
The circle is cast
The circle is cast
The circle is cast
The circle is cast

By the Fire of our bright Spirit
Shinning candles in the night
By the Fire of our bright Spirit
Shining, Shine your light
By the Water
This is our blood
By the Water
The calm and the flood
By the living water
Running slow running fast
The circle is cast
The circle is cast
Elements

Kore Chant

A Circle is Cast - Libana

(overlap each chant)
Fire and air, fire and air
Earth water, earth water

She changes everything she touches
And everything she touches changes

Air Moves Us

Cathleen, Moonsea, And Prune

Air moves us, fire transforms us, water shapes us, earth heals us
And the balance of the wheel goes round and round
And the balance of the wheel goes round

Earth My Body

Public Domain

Earth my body
Water my blood
Air my breath and
Fire my Spirit

Earth My Body (alt)

Whittney Matlock

Earth, Earth, Earth my body
Water, Water, Water my blood
Air, Air, Air my breath
And Fire, Fire, Fire my spirit
The Earth, the Air, the Fire, the Water

A Circle is Cast - Libana

The earth, the air, the fire, the water
return, return, return

Back To The River

By Abbi Spinner (1st verse & tune)
with additional verses by Laughing Starheart

Back To The River, Back To The Sea
Back To The Ocean, One With Thee
Back To My Blood, And Back Through My Veins
Back To My Heartbeat, One And The Same
Back To The Forest, Back To The Fields
Back To The Mountains, Her Body Revealed
Back To My Bones, Back To My Skin
Back To My Spirit, The Fire Within

We Are Spirit

We are spirit wearing skin
We are spirit deep within
We are spirit dancing bones
We are spirit standing stones.

I am the air and I am blowing
I am the fire and I am glowing
I am the water and I am flowing
I am the earth and I am growing
Earth

**Spirit of the Plants**

The spirit of the plants has come to me
In the form of a beautiful dancing green woman (x2)
Her eyes fill me with peace
Her dance fills me with peace (x2)

**Stand Up for the Earth**

Stand up for the earth
Stand up for all she’s worth
We’re standing up for Life’s rebirth
No compromise, the earth comes first
We won’t compromise for life’s rebirth
Air

Spirit of the Wind

Brooke Medicine Eagle

(chorus)
Spirit of the wind, carry me
Spirit of the wind, carry me home
Spirit of the wind, carry me home to myself

Spirit of the ocean, depth of emotion
Spirit of the sea, set my soul free
(chorus)

Spirit of the storm, help me be reborn
Spirit of the rain, wash away my pain
(chorus)

Spirit of the sun, warm light healing me
Spirit of the sky, spread my wings and fly
(chorus)

Spirit of the river, blesed forgiver
Spirit of the land, hold me in your hand
(chorus)

To my self.
Fire

Fire, Fire

*Ivo Dominguez, Jr. with Paula Fasbenner*

Fire, fire, soul's desire
Changer change me
Burning, burning, higher

Fire Blaze

*Unknown*

Fire blaze!
Inspiration bright!
Cleansing, changing
Heal us! Move us!

Burn Fire

*Deirdre Pulgram Arthen*

Burn fire, burn bright
Pure vision come to me
Guide my path tonight
With your strength and light

Rise With The Fire

*Starhawk*

We can rise with the fire of freedom
Truth is the fire that burns our chains
We can stop the fire of destruction
Healing is the fire running through our veins.
Circle Fire Dance

Unknown

Spirits of fire come to us
We will kindle (the) fire
Spirits of fire come to us
We will kindle (the) fire
We will kindle the fire
Dance the magic (sacred) circle round
We will kindle the fire
We will kindle the fire

(back chant)
Fire Fire Fire Fire
Kindle our spirits higher
In thy flame naught remains
But Fire Fire Fire

I Am The Fire
Abbi Spinner

I am the fire and the union of opposites.
I am the mystery.
I am calling you in your dreams.
I am bringing you home to me.

Higher
A Circle is Cast - Libana

Higher,
Make of your heart the perfect fire, fire
Life burst,
Forth from the earth, the womb, the seed, desire
Fire Of Creation

Abigail Spinner

It starts very quietly
It starts with a spark
It starts in the center
It starts in the heart
Fire of creation
Fire of purification
Fire of transformation
Fire of illumination
Water

Celebrate the Rain

Alice Di Micele

Celebrate the rain, falling down
Celebrate the green trees growing from the ground
Celebrate the new, paradise we found
Celebrate the rain falling down

Invocation To Aphrodite

Ahriana Lightningstorm

Strong like the ocean,
gentle like rain,
river wash my tears away

Aphrodite

Back To The River

Abigail Spinner

Back to the river
Back to the sea
Back to the ocean
Home to Thee

Back through my blood
Back through my veins,
Back to the heartbeat
One and the same
Born of Water

Born of Water,
Cleansing, Powerful
Healing, Changing
We Are

The Ocean Is The Beginning

By Delaney Johnson & Starhawk

The Ocean Is The Beginning Of The Earth.
The Ocean Is The Beginning Of The Earth.
All Life Comes From The Sea.
All Life Comes From The Sea.

The River Is Flowing (Mother Carry Me)

Author Unknown

The river she is flowing
Flowing and growing
The river she is flowing
Down (Back) to the sea.

Mother (Moon will) carry me
(Her) Child I will always be
Mother (Moon will) carry me
Down (Back) to the sea.
Sister Giver River

Sasha Butterfly

Open arms, to receive
We are what we believe
Open arms, to receive
We are what we believe
Sister river giver, returning home (x4)
Growing roots, like the trees
We are planting seeds
Animal Spirits

Animal spirits
Come to me now.
Vanishing spirits
Come live in me.
When i run
Let me run like the deer.
When i fight
Let me fight like a bear
When i hide
Let me hide like a fox.
When i strike
Let me strike like a snake

Fur And Feather

Fur and feather, scale and skin
Different without, but the same within
Many a body, but one of soul
Through all creatures are the Gods made whole.

Sure as the Wind

Sure as the wind
My people and
Sure as the rain
Sure as the sun does shine
We will raise our song again
Wearing my Long Wing Feathers

Arapaho Ghost Dance Song

Wearing my long wing feathers as I fly
Wearing my long with feathers as I fly
I circle around, I circle around
The boundaries of the Earth,
The endless universe

The Wild is Rising

Sue McGowen

The wild is rising up through the twilight
The wild is rising up through the twilight
Hearts and bodies open to know, the magic of the Earth
Hearts and bodies open to be the healing of the Earth

SISTER GIVER RIVER

Sasha Butterfly

Open arms to receive
We become what we believe
Sister giver river, returning home
Sister giver river, returning home
Growing roots like the trees
We are planting seeds
Sister giver river, returning home
Sister giver river, returning home
God/Goddess

Thy Song

Father Mother God thy will be done
And may my will and thy will be one.
Mother Father God thy song be sung,
And may my song and thy song be one,
May my song and thy song be one.
Chesed, Gevurah
Chesed Gevurah

(The) Earth Is Our Mother

The Earth is our Mother, we must take care of her
The Earth in our Mother, we must take care of her
(Chorus)
Hey Yanna Ho Yanna Hey Yon Yon,
Hey Yanna Ho Yanna Hey Yon Yon

Her sacred ground we walk upon, with every step we take
(Chorus)

The Sky is our Father, we will take care of him
(Chorus)

His sacred air we breathe in, with every breath we take
(Chorus)
O Ma Ma Ma

(chours)
O ma ma ma
O-o ma ma ma
O ma ma ma
O-o ma ma ma

The earth is a circle
O ma ma ma
The earth is a mother
O ma ma ma
The earth is turning
O ma ma ma
The earth is dancing
O ma ma ma
(chours)
The sky is a circle
O ma ma ma
The sky is a father
O ma ma ma
The sky is turning
O ma ma ma
The stars are dancing
O ma ma ma
(chours)
The year is a circle
O ma ma ma
The seasons are a cycle
O ma ma ma
The year is turning
O ma ma ma
The seasons are dancing
O ma ma ma

Abbi Spinner
I’m Calling On You

Victoria Marina-Tompkins

Oh Great Spirit, I’m calling on You
Oh Great Spirit, I’m calling on You
Oh Earth Mother, what else can I do
Open me up, so I can receive
Open me up so I can believe

Take me to the One I Love

Victoria Marina-Tompkins

Oh Great Spirits guide my way
Oh Great Spirits take me
Oh Great Spirits take me to the one I love
God

Hoof and Horn

Hoof and horn, hoof and horn
All that dies shall be reborn.
Corn and grain, rice and rain
All that falls shall rise again

Ivan Corrigan

Holly Green

Holy green Oak King, tower high, tower high,
Horned One come to us
Holy Holly King, the evergreen, evergreen,
Horned One come to us
Shining lord Pan come dance with us dance with us,
Horned One come to us

Ivo Dominguez, Jr.

(verses set to the tune of Peter (Sparky) Soderberg's
Triple Goddess Chant.)

Leaper in the Corn

Horned One, lover, son
Leaper in the corn
Deep in the mother
Die and be reborn

Buffalo

Father Of Darkness

Father of darkness, Father of light
Sky above us, soul in flight
Songs of joy and joy of life
Guide us to our hearts
**Lord's Bransle**

_Artemisia_

Oh he will call the leaves in the fall  
To dance their colors brightly  
When warmth is lost he paints with frost  
His silver touches lightly  
He greets the day of the dance of May  
With ribbons wound around him  
He offers corn and drink from his horn  
The earth is bare without him

**Still of the Sun**

_Janice Chalas_

A time of gathering has begun  
Seasons change at the still of the sun  
The Oak King bows down to the ground  
The Holly King arises fully crowned

**Radiant Sun**

_Peter Soderberg_

Come, brothers, come to the radiant Sun  
O Horned One!  
I see [name] in the radiant sun  
O Horned One!
Goddess

Ancient Mother

Ancient mother, I hear you calling
Ancient mother, I hear your song
Ancient mother, I hear your laughter
Ancient mother, I taste your tears.

Gentle Loving Mother

Gentle loving Mother,
Hold me in your arms
Hold me, rock me, soothe me,
Keep me safe from any harm

Triple Goddess Chant

Holy maiden huntress Artemis, Artemis. Maiden, come to us
Silver shining wheel of radiance, radiance. Mother, come to us
Ancient queen of wisdom, Hecate, Hecate. Old one, come to us

Mother of Darkness

Mother of darkness Mother of light,
Earth beneath us soul in flight,
Songs of love and love of life
Guide us to our heart

Goddess Chant

Isis, Astarte, Diana, Hecate
Demeter, Kali, Innana
Lady’s Bransle

Various Artists

Oh, she will bring the buds in the spring
And laugh among the flowers
In summer's heat her kisses are sweet
She sings in leafy bowers
She cuts the cane and gathers the grain
When leaves of fall surround her
Her bones grow old in wintry cold
She wraps her cloak around her

River is Flowing

Abby Spinner

The river is flowing,
Flowing and growing.
The river is flowing,
Down to the sea.
Mother carry me
A child I will always be
Mother carry me
Down to the sea

Song To The Secret Name Of The Star Goddess

T. Thorn Coyle

You who opened the vault of heaven
Out of the balckness comes spinning of stars
Lady of the Flowing Waters

Ancient Mother - Robert Gass

Lady of the shining star
Lady of the moon light
Lady of the dew wet dawn
Lady of the twilight
(chorus:)
The goddess is in everything
In every form of nature
The goddess is in everything
In every from of beauty

Lady of the flowing waters
Lady of the mountain
Lady of the flowering meadows
Lady of the forest
(chorus)

Ancient Goddess

Abigail Spinner

Smiling Virgin, shining crescent
Waxing fullness, luminescent
Sickle of silver, reaper of bone
Maiden, Mother and Crone
Maiden, Mother and Crone

Ancient Goddess, daughter of moonlight
Ancient Goddess, mother of stone
Ancient Goddess, keeper of midnight
Maiden, Mother and Crone
Maiden, Mother and Crone
Ancestors

Blood of the Ancients

Ellen Klaver & Charlie Murphy

It's the blood of the Ancients
That runs through our veins
The forms change
But the circle of life remains

We are the Ancestors

Mz. imani

We are the ancestors of the ones yet to be
We are the paper from the previous trees
May everything we think and do, make it all come round right
Energy

Infinite Sun

We are one with the infinite sun
Forever and ever and ever

Powerful Song

Powerful song of radiant light
Weave us the web that spins the night.
Web of stars that holds the dark,
Weave us the earth that feeds the spark
(descant)
Strand by strand, hand over hand
Thread by thread, we weave the web.

Flow and Ebb

We are the flow, we are the ebb
We are the weavers (and), we are the web
We are the weavers, we are the web
We are the spiders (and), we are the thread
We are the spiders, we are the thread
We are the flow and, we are the ebb

Magic in the Air

There is magic in the air
Shining like gold and silver
There is loving every where
Sweet like rose and clover
**Simple Gifts**

Tis a gift to be simple
Tis a gift to be free
Tis a gift to come down
Where we ought to be
When we find ourselves in a place just right
We’ll be in the valley of love and delight
When true simplicity is gained
To bow and to bend we shan't be ashamed
To turn, turn will be our delight
Till by turning, turning we come round right

**Spiraling Into The Center**

Spiraling into the Center,
the Center of the Wheel.
Spiraling into the Center,
the Center of the Wheel.
We are the Weavers, we are the woven ones
We are the Dreamers, we are the Dream.
We are the Weavers, we are the woven ones
We are the Dreamers, we are the Dream.

**Round the Tree**

Round the tree of life we go
Twisting, turning, quick and slow
Wending, winding, to and fro
Beginnings into endings flow
Weavers

Deirdre Pulgram Arthen

Weavers, Weavers
We are weaving the web of life.
Weavers, Weavers
We are weaving the web of life.
Spirit weaver, Bone weaver
Breath weaver, Stone weaver
We are weaving the web of life.

Making a Connection

Author Unknown

Making love is making a connection
Making a connection is making energy
Making energy is making magic
Making magic is making love

My Voice

Ivo Dominguez, Jr.

Goddess Help Me Find My Voice
What I Ask Is My Choice
We Shall Lift Each Other Up

Various Artists

Humble yourself
In the sight of your Sister
Bend down low
Humble yourself
In the sight or your brother
Ask him what he know, and
(chorus:)
We shall lift each other up
Higher and higher
We shall lift each other up

Humble yourself
In the sight of the children
Bend down low
Humble yourself
In the sight of our children
We've got to know what they know
(chorus)

Humble yourself
In the sight of love
Bend down low and
Humble yourself
In the sight of your love
Let your love light show, and
(chorus)
Change

We Are the Power In Everyone

*Starhawk*

We are the power in everyone
We are the dance of the moon and sun
We are the hope that will never hide
We are the turning of the tide

Goes well with There is No End (Casting)

Let It Begin

*Starhawk, Lauren Gale, Amber Khan-Engel*

Let is begin with each step we take
And let it begin with each change we make
And let it begin with each chain we break
And let it begin every time we wake

This year may we renew the Earth
This year may we renew the Earth

Right Here, Right Now

*Abbi Spinner*

The moment we have been praying for is here,
Right here, right now.
The moment we have been praying for is here,
Right here, right now.
Come Forth

Christopher Hatton

I come forth by day
into the (dawning/beauty/glory) of the morning
I come forth by day
into the world
which You have made new
Oh Ra

A New Way

Mz. imani

We bring a new way to walk on the earth
We bring a new way to walk on the earth
Balance and freedom, respect for all life
Kindness and gratitude, respect for your life

The Wheele Turns

Damiara

And the wheele turns, never ending
New and old and new again

Equinox Chant

Marie Summerwood

Onward we go round the spiral
Touching darkness, touching light
Twice each turn we rest in balance
Make choices on this night
Make choices on this night
Healing

Healing Chant (Oh Mother)

Alisa Starkweather

Oh Mother,
we are calling
your Children
we need healing
Power, power
our love is our power

Weave and Spin

Starhawk

Weave and spin, Weave and spin
This is how the work begins
Mend and heal, Mend and heal
Take the dream and make it real
On the same wheel we spin
Into life and out again
One is many, many one
Brewing in Her cauldron
Cerridwen, Cerridwen
Birth us in your cauldron

I Will Be

Source Unknown, Recorded on Libana's Fire Within

I will be gentle with myself.
I will love myself
I am a child of the universe
being born each moment
Children Of The Divine

We are children of the divine,
We are children of love.
We are children of the divine,
and we work on the earth plane now.

Blessings to our mother earth,
Blessing to our father,
Blessings to our children,
As we work on the earth plane now.

Peace be in My Body

Peace be in my body
And peace be in my heart
Peace be in my family
To truly help us grow
We are riding a wondrous rainbow
Into the Source
We are guiding the true destination
Of the earth

Listen, Listen, Listen

By: Paramahansa Yogananda

Listen, listen, listen to my heart song
Listen, listen, listen to my heart song
I will always remember I will always love you
I will always remember I will always love you

Looking Glass

What do you see when you gaze in to the Looking Glass?
What do you see when you gaze in to the night?
Sweet Surrender

Sophia

We are opening, we are opening
We are opening up in sweet surrender
To the luminous love light of the One

Return Again

Kate Marks

Return again, return again
Return to the land of your soul
Return again, return again
Return to the land of your soul
Return to who you are
Return to what you are
Return to where you are
Born and reborn again

See Me

Unknown

See me
Hear me
Touch me
Heal me

Spirit am I

Unknown

(Woman) am I, Spirit am I.
I am the invinate within my soul
I have no beginning, I have no end
All this I am
(Pagan, Blessed)
Shed, Release

What ever it takes, who ever you are
Heal the wounds, erase the scars
allow your hearts to be wide open
Shed, release, return unbroken
How many time have you gone within
Only to find yourself there again
Shed, release, return unbroken
Know thyself, this truth be spoken
Shed, release, return unbroken
Know thyself, this truth be spoken

We are Alive

We are alive
As the earth is alive
We have the power
To create our freedom
If we have courage
We shall be Healers
Like the sun we shall rise
If we have courage
We shall be Healers
Like the moon we shall rise

We are Medicine People

We are medicine people
We come from the stars
We are holders of the sacred truths
We carry the Fire
Circle Closing

**Held in the Heart**  
*Abbi Spinner*

(Chours)  
We are here  
We are held  
We are are holy  
We are home

Here in the heart of this holy moment  
Held in the dark of the womb  
Hold in the hands of our sisters and bothers  
Here in the light of the moon

Here in the heart of this holy moment  
Held in the light of the sun  
Held in the hands of our sisters and bothers  
Here in the heart of the one.

**Thanks**  
*Ivo Dominguez, Jr. and James C. Welch*

Thanks turns the wheel of the harvest  
Thanks seals the circle of life  
Thanks blesses all our beginnings  
And thanks blesses the end

**Long Time Sun**  
*Robert Glass*

May the long time sun shine upon you  
All love, surround you.  
And the pure light within you  
Guide your way home.
May the Circle Be Open
(Alternate Beginings)
By the Air that is Her breath
By the Fire of Her bright Spirit
By the Waters of Her womb
By the Earth that is her Body
.....

May the circle be open but unbroken
May the peace (love) of the Goddess
Be ever in your heart
Merry meet,
And, merry part,
And merry meet again.

Sister, Now Our Meeting is Over

Sisters (Friends), now our meeting is over
Sisters (Friends) we must part
and if I never see you anymore
I will love you in my heart
yes we’ll land on the shore
yes we’ll land on the shore
yes we’ll land on the shore
and be safe for ever more

Elements Farewell

Farewell to the Center,
The Earth and the Water
Farewell the Frie and
The Air that’s all around
Go in Beauty

Robert Glass

All go in beauty
Peace be with you
Till we meet again in the light

Merry Meet, Merry Part

By Pashta MaryMoon (?)

From fire to water to earth and to wind
The circle of life, the dance without end
So merry meet and merry part: And merry meet again

Roots and Wings

Dian Gorsira

For you I wish only two things
One is roots and one is wings
Grounding and souring
Souring and grounding

SISTER GIVER RIVER

Sasha Butterfly

Open arms to receive
We become what we believe
Sister giver river, returning home
Sister giver river, returning home
Growing roots like the trees
We are planting seeds
Sister giver river, returning home
Sister giver river, returning home
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